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Abstract
To unify the methodology of Virtual Fit platforms and allowing cross platform integration of 3D Body
Scanning, the current Virtual Fit platforms need to be assessed in terms of their size recommendation
approach and user interaction. Digital data, interactivity, and internet technology are changing the
ways we interact in online shopping, with the Virtual Fit platforms having great potential to increase
retail engagement and market share. This will support online purchasing activities while minimising
the perceived risk in garment returns due to the poor sizing fit information.
Current research has focused on the analysis of computer modelling techniques, avatars, cloth, fabric
draping simulations, and customer behaviour / aesthetic impact in the online domain. From a
technical perspective, these investigations offer an interesting insight, although do not address issues
of implementation or customer attitude. Therefore, to judge the current and potential impact of such
technologies, it is important to understand 1) how they are being enacted online, 2) the Interaction
Design elements of the user journey, 3) the application (or lack thereof) of mathematical models, and
4) how such interfaces are embedded within websites. Once these four key questions have been
answered a greater understanding of how 3D Body Scanning and Technologies integrated into eCommerce and Virtual Fit platforms in the consumer market may be reached.
Through analysis of nine leading Virtual Fit platforms, the persona of a single female dress form was
used to work through the customer journey. Through this, screen shot data captured along each stage
in relation to the four research questions listed above. Following this, the study utilised content
analysis structure with NVivo as a qualitative thematic analysis tool.
This study found that despite a large number of platforms using virtual fit technology, only a handful
companies exist that provide such technology and interfaces; often based upon subjective ‘previous
purchases’ rather than scientific prediction. This issue is made more complicated in how subjective
measures such as personal perception of one’s body is required (e.g. what size are you), besides
body shape; a concept shown to be ‘broken’ and not fit-for-purpose. In addition, many of the
technologies use limited and often misinterpreted body measurements, the impact of which is
explored in greater detail within the paper. This study contributes to the understanding of the
information required from users by virtual fit platforms, and the understanding of the output as
presented by virtual fit platforms. The research goal is to contribute to knowledge as a potential
guideline for any future projects in virtual fit and to help direct body scanning developments to better
support these platforms.
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1. Introduction
To unify the methodology of Virtual Fit platforms and allowing cross platform integration of 3D Body
Scanning, the current Virtual Fit platforms need to be assessed in terms of their size recommendation
approach and user interaction. The global fashion retail is worth over $212 billion [3], but only 14.7%
of the UK retail stems from e-commerce, 12% of which is from textiles, clothing and footwear stores,
showing great uncapitalised potential in this sector [4]. The major issue with fashion Electronic
Commerce (e-Commerce) dissatisfaction is related to not being able to assess the correct size and fit
for the consumer’s body [5]. Many retailers have turned to Virtual Fit platforms to give better guidance
to consumers. However, this technology has yet to reach sufficient diffusion within society and
achieve its full potential. To address this problem, this paper explores the current state of Virtual Fit
platforms as a size and fit tool to assist users in the evaluation of garments in an e-Commerce context.
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The effectiveness of Virtual Fit platforms was first examined by McDonnell et al. [6] who conducted
psychophysical experiments to tests of stiffness of virtual dress. In his result, participants showed
better sorting performance with high detailed quality cloth than low detailed quality cloth. A similar test
could be conducted to measure size discrimination performance using different qualities of simulation
garments and in several sizes. Kim and LaBat [7] investigated the accuracy of virtual try-on
technology for garment fit evaluation by having users compare the fit of virtual trousers to that of real
trousers. Their findings addressed the aspects of virtual garments that need to be improved to fully
represent real garment. Kim [8] also investigated the level of garment size variation that viewers can
perceive with 3D virtual try-on technology, and how accurately the technology allows viewers to
perceive the size difference with 3D virtual try-on technology. The results indicated that the 3D virtual
try-on technology has the capacity of showing size variations clearly enough for viewers to perceive
and discriminate size variations in the 3D virtual trousers as as small as ± 0.55". Kim and Sundar [9]
highlighted that by utilising realistic avatars in virtual environments allow users to see themselves
from a third person perspective. Study of Shin and Baytar [10] researchers investigated effects of
viewing models’ bodies and body satisfaction on female consumers’ concerns about garment fit and
size and their intention to use virtual fit when shopping online. They found the degree to which the
avatar resembles the actual vs. desired version of the user’s self could be quite consequential for a
number of attitudinal as well as behavioural outcomes. Harvey et al. [11] created a model for the
processes aimed at gathering 3D models and measurements within in a customer’s personalized
database. He suggested that developing a software tool for the try-on involving digital garments and a
virtual mannequin will provide tools for the apparel businesses to gain a competitive edge through
custom-made garments.
The aim of this study is to understand the current state of Virtual Fit platforms to direct and develop
fashion e-Commerce services enhanced by 3D Body Scanning. As a consequence, this study
addresses three research objectives:
1. To understand the information required from users by Virtual Fit platforms because we
need to assess the potential of 3D Body Scanning to connect with Virtual Fit technologies.
2. To understand the outputs as presented by Virtual Fit platforms because we need to
facilitate the innovative application of anthropometric data in fashion e-Commerce when
directing 3D Body Scanning developments for service provision.
3. To test how Virtual Fit platforms work out size and fit recommendations to allow more
standardisation in assessments between individuals and against recognised criteria and
find opportunities for 3D Body Scanning data to be integrated within fashion e-Commerce.
To address the research aims, this paper investigates the consumer journey in terms of data
requirements, and information output from the leading Virtual Fit platforms through a qualitative
analysis methodology. In answering the research objectives, the main contributions to the field of
Service Design and consumer interaction made by this study are:
•

Current Virtual Fit platforms are shown to produce non-compatible size and fit
recommendations based on a multitude of anthropometric and self-reported body
measurements, with little to no agreement on which are used within the systems; see
Section 4.1. and 4.1.1.

•

Existing ‘bad habits’ of consumers to buy incorrect fitting garments is sustained rather than
addressed through Virtual Fit platforms, leading to the need for quantified garment fit
guidelines integrated with 3D Body Scanning; see Section 4.1.2.

•

There is a lack of lack of universal visual communication of size and fit between all Virtual
Fit platforms, limiting the ability for collective acceptance of online size and fit
recommendation platforms that requires a more user cantered and service design
approach; see Section 4.2.
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2. Theoretical Background
Advanced information technology and big data utilisation is on the rise and is very important for
fashion companies to apply it effectively [12]. Digital content creation (e.g. online atmospherics) has
become a major challenge in recent years as the virtual world of personal magic mirrors, Virtual Fit,
and online customisation increases in size and importance. As stated in earlier research [13]–[15], the
maturation of internet technology has bolstered e-Commerce’s expansion beyond extensive product
offerings, customer convenience, ease of navigation, and security that affect online marketing. Digital
data, interactivity, and internet technology are changing the ways we interact in online shopping
domain [16], [17]. In this domain, Virtual Fit technology has great potential to increase shopping
engagement, enhance the product experience, and deliver better fitting garments [18].
Kartsounis et al. [19], highlighted how the impact of Virtual Fit platforms shall be significant for all
segments of fashion retailing. This may lead to infrastructures and standards to support
harmonisation and product description technologies to increase customer confidence in buying
clothes online with the rise of virtual tailoring. In relation to this, several companies are already
proposing solutions to size and fit issues. Current Virtual Fit platforms offer innovative tools for users
to engage with apparel including virtual models, virtual catwalks, 360-degree views, apparel heat
maps, and style recommendation libraries [20]. Academic approaches about size and fit offer a good
framework both for standardising practice and for developing the techniques for systematic
assessment of fit against recognisable criteria. Gill [18], created a classification method where Virtual
Fit platforms are classified as 1) size recommendation, 2) fit recommendation, and 3) fit visualisation.
He further elaborated, that all models need familiarity with methods of determining fit, from
anthropometric classification through to the direct engagement with fit visualisation tools. These may
appear to be abstract compared with traditional perceptions experienced when trying garments on,
often driven by self-perception misconceptions [21], [22].

3. Methodology
To find the leading virtual fit platforms, virtual fit websites were discovered through snowball sampling,
examining academic journals and fashion websites (WGSN, BOF-Business of Fashion, Just Style,
Drapers) for the keywords ‘virtual fit’ and ‘virtual try-on’. In order to be suitable for this study, websites
had to be 1) embedded within a live fashion retail website, 2) be available via non-subscription
platforms, and 3) be offered in an English language interface. In total, nine virtual fit websites were
revealed, being associated with online fashion retailers in the high street and diffusion market
segments; see Table 1.
Table 1 Virtual Fit Platforms

Virtual Fit Technology
Fit Analytics
Fit Predictor
Fits Me
Metail
True Fit
Virtusize
Belcurves
StyleWhile
Virtual Outfits

Retailer name
Tommy Hilfiger
Boden
Henri Lloyd
House of Holland
Phase Eight
Filippa K
Mark and Spencer
Seezona
Yoox

URL address
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]

The customer journey and the virtual fit options were explored by using each Virtual Fit platform to
find the size and fit recommendations of a standardised body, which with this study was an Alvanon™
body form. To make sure the measurements of the body form were correct, the body form was
scanned using a size stream 3D body scanner [32], a technology showed to be reliable for scientific
research [33] for the measurements used within this study. Throughout the user journey, screen shots
of the interface were captured using the MacOS [34] native screen printing, with images investigated
through thematic content analysis with NVIVO [2] qualitative analysis software. The application of
content analysis involves the classification of the information interfaces of virtual fit platforms into
common meaning categories, measuring their importance in terms of their frequency of occurrence in
the text, and then exploring the relationship between these relative frequencies [35].
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4. Results and Analysis
4.1.
Information Requirements for Virtual Fit platforms
To understand the range of information required by Virtual Fit platforms from users to receive the size
and fit recommendation, Open Coding was applied to the user journey of captured data. Through this,
two major categories of information were discovered:
a) Anthropometric Data - Describing body measurements which users were ask to provide
for the garment size/fit calculation.
b) Garment Data - Describing the past garment purchase, fit preferences, and style
preferences to provide size/fit recommendations.
4.1.1. Anthropometric Data Requirements
Table 2 presents the range of anthropometric data required of the user for each Virtual Fit platforms,
along with the frequency of occurrence within thematic analysis. The key finding here is that despite
all Virtual Fit platforms having similar objectives of fit and style recommendation, there was little to no
agreement amongst the nine platforms on the 17 pieces of anthropometric data required to calculate
size and fit.
Table 2 Anthropometric Data

The findings of Table 2 suggest a mismatch in sizing methodologies with no industry standardisation
of how fit and style recommendations are based, which output result not comparable. The most
prevalent anthropometric data utilised by the nine Virtual Fit platforms were height and hip shape.
However, within each measurement, the inconsistency to pattern methodologies appeared as each
platform referred to a different placement definition on a body.
Inconsistencies in the anthropometric data requirements are further confounded by when the users
were ask for details about their body shape (e.g. belly, hip, shoulders) the platforms assumed the user
had a enough understanding to classify their own body against loose criteria (e.g. narrow shoulders,
curvy belly). As no universal descriptors for body shape and proportion exist, this subjective data has
the potential to be inaccurate, meaning that fit and style recommendations based upon this have an
added erroneous influence on the outputs.
4.1.2. Garment Data Requirements
Table 3 presents the range of garment data required of the user for each Virtual Fit platforms, along
with the frequency of occurrence within thematic analysis. The key finding here is that information
from users’ personal wardrobe (representing past purchases and current fit preference) is used to
work out size and fit. This provides Virtual Fit platforms with contextualised and meaningful data on
users’ shopping habits, as well as brand and size preferences.
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Table 3 Garment Data

Unlike the anthropometric data requirements that spanned 17 distinct measurements, only three
attitudes on garment preferences were required by the nine platforms:
a) Past Purchase History – Users can create an account based on their email address and is
expected to answer questions related to their earlier shopping purchases. This gives retailers
ideas about which brands and sizes variations user shop and tailor specific product
recommendations to user email inbox.
b) Preferred Fit - Perception of good fit for a consumer, this may range from a desire for a
garment to conform loosely to the body (i.e. give comfort) to perfect conformation to the body
(i.e. give maximum form appearance).
c) Preferred Style – Style ease and the amount of fullness added to garments to create a
desired visual effect. Style ease often results in added volume to certain body areas,
depending upon personal preference and current fashion in various clothing categories, e.g.
fabric that stretches could be comfortable even if it measures less than body measurement; in
the design of harem pants, more fabric and the oversize feel is acceptable.
Considering use of garment fit data, there was no strong bias in the Virtual Fit platforms to use one
method over another: Past Purchase (n=3); Preferred Fit (n=3); Preferred Style (n=2). However,
Table 3 shows that True Fit has a high dependency upon Past Purchase History, being the only
technology with a strong bias towards one method over another. True fit also uses multiple methods,
unlike other technologies that use single methods.

4.2.
Information Outputs from Virtual Fit platforms
To understand the visual style and fit outputs from Virtual Fit platforms, the ten key variables of the
size/fit recommendation were identified through thematic analysis Table 4. The key finding here is a
lack of universal visual communication of size and fit between all nine of the Virtual Fit platforms.
Table 4 Virtual Fit Visualisation Outputs relative to Virtual Fit Platforms

The most common variable across eight of the Virtual Fit platforms was size prediction. The sizes
were presented to users in different sizing metrics, which were applied by each retailer. Therefore,
output size information is not compatible. Even so, the only platform that does not give size or fit
information is Stylewhile. Instead, this platform focuses on the visualisation aspect of garment style on
a personalised virtual model. The element of personalisation is used to allow the creation and
manipulation of interactivity and telepresence to simulate actual experience with the product.
While anthropometric visualisations were a key element of the visual output, the Virtual Fit platforms
integrate key design elements from User Experience (UX) design to enhance the retailers brand
image and provide a persuasive retail environment. The branding element (n=7) was applied
consistently to link marketing elements within platform. An online brand development strategy focuses
on increasing emphasis on brand experience with application of interactive tools such as style library
(n=5), virtual model (n=4), virtual catwalk (n=1), heat map (n=1), and 360-degree view (n=1).
However, no consistent methods to present proposed closeness of fit exist, and these visual methods
requires consumers to develop the skills on how to align feedback in a meaningful way.
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5. Discussion
Anthropometric data required from users was shown in Section 4.1. to have a limited connection to
measurements that garment construction needs. Because of this, there is no consistent connection
between Virtual Fit predictions of garment size and pattern cutting or pattern grading practices that
garments are based on. This concept is not unique to Virtual Fit platforms and is discussed further
within these conference proceedings [36]. This finding agrees with Gill [18] as comparison between
systems for Virtual Fit analysis shows the existence of different degrees of understanding of the
potential variables in clothing fit. Moreover, the research by Ashdown and O’Connell [37] suggested
customers do not possess full knowledgeable about what forms a good fit. To address this, Virtual Fit
platforms can educate users with tag information describing special fit features of a style, or with
information on good and bad fit.
Body Shape Self-perceptions are shown in Section 4.1.1. to be used by Virtual fit platforms to predict
the relationships between dimensions or regions of the body. To achieve this, Virtual fit needs to be
supported by a sound theoretical understanding of the relationships between shape, size, and fit [18].
As the public has limited understanding on classifying their own body shape [21], [22], Body Scanning
has the potential to be a major facilitator in directing suitable garment fit. As suggested by Ashdown
and O’Connell [37], one dimensional measurements also may not predict garment fit with sufficient
accuracy. Given the wide range of body proportions, shapes, and postures, interactions among
measurements may cause misfits that cannot be identified with single linear measurement
comparisons.
Previous garment purchase information is shown in Section 4.1.2. to be considered a key driver of
size recommendations in Virtual Fit platforms. However, earlier research [38], [39] suggests that few
consumers understand the dynamics of sizing and fit responsible for creating the modern apparel
sizing systems. Besides this, Ashdown and O’Connell found [37] that the user’s subjective measure
did not correspond with garment fit evaluation by experienced professionals. This is because during
the manual measurement process the human body is often compressed. The amount of tension
applied depends on the subjective assessment of the person conducting the measurement and
therefore cannot be standardised [40]. As a consequence, some of the most utilised data in
recommending ‘correct’ garment fit has a high degree of potential error. This leads to consumers
purchasing ‘incorrect’ sizes again and again rather than achieving ‘perfect’ fit as promised by the
technology. This is an opportunity for 3D Body Scanning to enhance fit recommendations due to the
reliable non-ambiguity of the technology [33], if style and fit can be quantified [41].
Section 4.2. evaluated the visual output which users receive after sharing their anthropometric and
garment purchase information. However the major result was the lack of universal visual
communication of size and fit between all Virtual Fit platforms. Development of visual tools needs to
have a clear purpose to the user, and since size and fit are often comparative experiences,
comparisons must be made in a meaningful way. This finding is consistent with Gill [18] as the ability
to realise the 3D/2D nature of the body and pattern relationships must support integration through
technology. This development requires new methods with the ability to recognise fit in terms of body
and garment relationships and interactions. 3D Body Scanning allows for more linearity between the
individual, the product development process, and the eventual garment and fit assessment.

6. Conclusion
This paper set out to explore how Virtual Fit platforms approach user interaction in terms of
information requirements, recommendation outputs, and size and fit calculations. This paves the way
for Virtual Fit platform unification, and show where 3D Body Scanning may integrate with such
ergonomic prediction tools.
The main contribution of this paper is that current Virtual Fit platforms are unlikely to be compatible or
relate to the theory that determines actual garment size. Because of this, 3D Body Scanning has a
great potential to enrich the accuracy of garment size and fit prediction over and above current Virtual
Fit offerings.
The implications of this paper relate primarily to Virtual Fit developers, pattern cutters, and 3D Body
Scanning manufacturers. These key groups who must work together to achieve the visual of accurate,
appropriate, and suitable size and fit prediction. For platform developers, this paper directs strategies
to include 3D Body Scanning. This will need necessary anthropometric measurement identification
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from scans and the development of size and fit protocols that increase reliability and validity of size
and fit predictions. For pattern cutters, as current Virtual Fit platforms do not clearly link to body
shape and proportions, new methods for creating patterns from anthropometric analysis must
integrate into existing practices. This is to help manage the change to more automated and precise
systems of mass customisation and virtual tailoring. As the advantages of 3D Body Scanning for fit
analysis received more recognition, the technology will contribute to better fitting garments. 3D Body
Scanning should also lead to and higher e-Commerce profitability through lower return rates and
more efficient supply chain management.
The limitation of this paper is the small sample size of Virtual Fit platforms. However, this is due to the
newness of the technology only having a handful of offerings when non-English language and nonweb based Virtual Fit platforms are excluded.
Future research will open up Virtual Fit assessments to the wider range of international and non-web
based platforms, including Japanese and French garment fit prediction services. Additional research
will focus on the consumer acceptance of 3D Body Scanning to lead to greater acceptance of the
technology in the high street retailers. Also, research must focus on 3D Body Scanning as a service to
be designed for non-expert fashion consumers with associated profitable business models; possibly
through co-design methodologies [42].
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